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L lntroductioo 

The present JX1PeC will not venture into a thorough analysis of the historical data 
After all, what is the use of venturing to analyse statements of statesmen and 
government officials made "at times under special circumstances", when a short run 
consideration is apt to upset any rough conclusion. 

It is simply important that one should try and defect the overall outline and trends, 
the projection of events and consequences on the future - in other words the effect 
on the world of changes made, and what the new political and economic constel
lation of the world system actually is. Such a concept of the new status can lead to 
the confinnation of ca1ain new parameters in the world system or of ca1ain 
variables determining the margins within which countries and economies will 
function in the years to come. This system of new parameters and variables may 
restrict freedom of function, create a m<Xe monolithic international system with 
m<Xe sources of antithesis and conflicts than the system p-evailing to this date. 

A first interpretation could probably be represented by the awrooch that focuses on 
the intemationalisation of productive forces, consequently a resuh of the function 
of mod('Jll technology and the main underlying fm:e that has led to the break up of 
the bi-pole system. 

Marx ascertained an undoubtful law , as I believe, in the prologue of his worlc 
"Introduction to the Critique of Political Economy", which was cmrently associ
ated with ethnic societies. Now this law is found to be applicable on a nation-wide 
level. 

The development of production fm:es (read: technology) has reached a point that 
cannot be endured by the prevailing organisation of productive relations (read: 
organisation of the international society in tight ethnic countries). Such a circum-
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stance leals to a break up of productive relations and a new foonulation which 
meets the new standard of the productive focces. It seems that we find ourselves at 
the beginning of this new hiskxic phase that mankind has entered. 

The 2nd and 3rd Decemrer 1989 swnmit in Malta between Presidents Bush and 
GotbUchev initiated the new developnents. Despite the fact that there are no 
official records of the meeting besides the histOOc common tyeSS conference of the 
two Presidents on December 3rd 1989, it has become known that the meeting 
revolved around discussions (ac<XX"ding to the US Foreign Secretary Mr James 
Baker) conceming the ' 'peaceful and regulated transition of Eastern Europe from 
the old to the new political and economic ocder". Besides the processes of change 
in eastern Ewupe, other imp<Xtant dOCussions involved the relations between USA 
and the Soviet Union (espocially economic relations), the policy on disarmament 
as well as matters affecting the environment 

In keeping with soch a concept. the issues that were later dealt with involved the 
two Gennanies and the mutual confrontation of the Iraq situation. However, it is 
clear that the Malta Summit marked the (a) establishment of pax americans 
involving the simultaneous (b) weakening of the Soviet Union and (c) EEC as well 
as the creation (d) of a unified Gennany. 

The present paper ptJI]XX1s to present some theses for discussion on the foonulation 
of the international political system and international economy subsequent to the 
Malta summit and the future developments. 

ll. Fonnulation of the International Political System 
Pax Americana 

The developments and events that followed the Malta summit seem to have estab
lished the monocrocy of the United States as well as an excruciating route towards 
the dissolution of the last, to this date, historic foon of "Russian Empire", as the 
latter had been fooned after World War II under the communist regime in the Soviet 
Union. The end of the war in the Gulf finalises and establishes the US "chainnan
ship". 

1st Thesis: Notwithstanding the establishment of the american monocracy in the 
new international political system, the political economic and social changes on an 
international rosis shall not be of a single significance at this time would be so 
opportune. The political and ideological changes are already obrerved, the effects 
of which cannot be determined yet The United States became established as the 
"international protector'' a-xi "god father to the world" without a rival. We may be 
up against the start of a way toward a unique centre of authority, a foon of Universal 
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Government !night by Bernard Russel in the '50s (fiftees), however now imple
mented in an WlOrthodox marmer. not as a government deriving from the o
operation of many countries, but as a mono-state government, i.e. a form of "inter
national dictatorship". Parallelism to the "Athenian Alliance" in ancient Greece is 
striking. 

2nd Thesis: In the ideological sub-pedestal of the new system the communist 
ideology is missing, whereas a big void still remains as regards the !n:ial utopia and 
the !n:ial aspirations of the world in the sun-set of the 20th and the dawn of the 21st 
centmies. The existence of, first, a "~ vision" and second, an "ideological 
enemy", is the historically proven component of social consistency. Islam and the 
threat in the form of a new ''pan-arabic unification", are not sufficient to offset the 
"communist threat", notwithstanding their Jmticular pro;pects. The probable ideo
logical content of Islam is of restricted, regional significance. International capital
ism, besides the fact that if comes out a winner in the conflict following Wood War 
II, has by now been acceptOO and cannot continue to be considered as "the enemy". 
Thus, there are no longer any "ideological enemies" oc poc;itive visions. 

The 'now system' appears ideologically unfounded. Under the circumstances, there 
exists a void which history will soon seek to fill in. 

3rd Thesis: The collapse of the ''russian empire" in the Soviet Union via the Per
estroika and the victcry of the "allied forces" in the War in the Gulf, enable the 
american diplomacy to radically change the map of the world by establishing new 
states in the following area (foc the time being): the Soviet Union itself, Eastern 
Europe, the Balkans-through the minorities issue stirring up the Middle East and the 
Arab Wocld 

4th Thesis: The dissolution of the Soviet Union gives rise to two (2) principal 
questions. 

First Why has the dissolution occmred ~ suddenly and unexpectedly, how has it 
happened so fast and what is Gorbachev's role? Is he "saviour of his country and 
democracy" (sic) oc "a servant of american interest''? It is an undoubted fact that 
behind the american campaign in the name of "democratic liberties" and "human 
rights", there hides sheer logic of political and economic interests. Why and how 
has Gorbachev played a role in this game? What was the target and what was the 
interest served, since perestroika itself included, structurally built in, the elements 
of ~lution of both the eastern ewupean system and the strict soviet one? As time 
goes on, Gorbachev appears either as "superficial" "naive" and "hasty" or as "a 
national traitoc". 
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Secondly: What are the "dissolution prospects" of the Soviet Union? It is histori
cally docwnented that Russia played a historical role whenever its various nations 
were unified Ivan the Terrible, Peter the Great, Empress Catherine II, Stalin have 
been historical figmes that united the peoples living in Russia wxler a despotic 
regime, each time creating a powtrlul ' 'ru&<;ian empire". It was therefore natural that 
the way opened up by G<IDK:hev should confront reoctions on the part of the mili
tary and JXlitY establishment Y el.tsin is octually keeping up the Perestroika policy 
of the initial phase which w~ leading to ~lution. The way to dissolution will be 
stopped by either G<XOOchev oc the military, conservative establishment via another 
personality. Yelstin is the very person who, voluntarily or involuntarily, eventually 
plays the american game: ~lution of the Soviet Union into small states, which 
is an anti-historical movement as well since the focces of gloOOlization of the 
economic system lead toward elimination of national boundaries and ethnic states 
and aim at the creation of brooder SJltCeS of free traffic of man and goods. 

In any case, the Soviet Union will no longer be able to play even a second part on 
a world-wide basis. The disarmament process, the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, 
the ethnic issue which can only be ~lved either through complete political 
liberation and consequently, dissolution through dictatorship, and finally, total 
econocnic inability, lead the Soviet Union to a point where it will accept any tam 
in order to survive. The United States will not take advantage, economy wise, of the 
vast Soviet Union marlret, before the US has been totally exhausted and politically 
subjected. 

5th Thesis: The European Economic Community (EEC) is proceeding toward 
econocnic integration at the end of 1992 and, gradually, toward monetary and 
political integration thus threatening to become a great power in: first, the economic 
field through the admission of other countries of Central and Eastern Europe as well 
in several forms of co-operation (association, t:rOOe agreements, adhesion, etc) and 
second. the political field as long as the process of political integration is successful. 
There are already the third element octive aspects of an integrated military oc 
defence focm by means of the West-European Union. 

This is the target aimed by the economic aid and support programmes developed by 
the Commission of the European Communities toward Eastern Europe countries. 
Countries such as Germany, France and Italy have alrea:ly been octivated in this 
respect. 

In such processes, there are certain inherent negative foctocs, first, the discerned 
focmation in practice of a two-speed Europe; secon<J. the unification of the two 
Germanies which h~ been effected unexpectedly though excluded in the Malta 
summit This unification was promoted by the United States as a deterrent oc 
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dissolution foctoc of the integration and strengthening of the Emopean Communi
ties. It is a ~le and anticipated foct that a unified Gennany will !mil become 
the third ecooomic powt'I in the wOOd after Japan. Such powt'I will be expressed 
in the foons of political influence and is bowxl to constitute a point of reaction on 
the part of France and Great Britain. One lim to keep in mind that there is a common 
plan with France as regards to the political integration of Emope, whereas Great 
Britain's attitude is negative, the United States suppocts Twirey to seek adhesion 
to the Common Market. At this stage, Turkey will be - if it is almitted into FEC -
the only muslim member country. Given that Islam is transformed into an Ersatz of 
Communism (see 2nd Thesis above) and that it constitutes a powerful (not only 
religion wise but a&> politically) fm:e in Twirey, the EEC acquires a potentially 
negative dissolving foctoc in its OO>om. 

It is obvious that the United States aims at a subjected regulated, not so powerful 
Emopean Community, and is therefcxe doing its best in this respect With a 
powerful Gennany and Twirey as a member country, the process of monetary and 
political integration of the FEC grows weaker and is held bock; of there are already 
signs. Undoubtedly, the wild attitude of the EEC with respect to the War in the Gulf 
has proven that, to this date, it has not been able to play a leading role despite Mr 
Delor' s intentions and wishes. 

6th Thesis: The dissolution of the Wooxtw Poct exposes the mattt'I of safety and 
fmther existence of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NA10). The questions 
arising are: first, whetht'I NA 10 will swvive and what its objectives will be; 
second, whether Western E\Dq)e will acquire a defensive economy through the 
fmther development of the West Emope Union; third , what Gennany's role will 
eventually be in this framewotk. Exclusion of Gennany's annament does not 
necessarily exclude the possibility of its becoming a military power indirectly, for 
example through a "new" NA10 or through the West-Emope Union. 

On the other hand, certain trends towards NA 10 strengthening in lieu of transfor
mation recently referred to by President Gorbachev as well as the Western 
accusations that the Soviets are by JX!SSing ECF agreement with respect to the 
decrease of land fm:es, clearly indicate that the matter of disarmament, Emopean 
Security and military alliances has not been solved yet NA 10 circles have once 
mcxe been occupied by the matter of a new strategy according to which NA10 will 
be occessible to Eastern E\Dq)e countries fooner members of the Warsaw Poct - this 
achieving isolation and weakening of the Soviet Union. 

The said problem was raised after the Paris summit meeting of the Conference for 
the Security and Co-operation of Ewupe in November 1990 which indeed meant to 
be a step towards preparing a second Helsinki within two years. Two years are, 
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however, a very long peOOd compared with the speed events take pla:e in this 
period of mankind's histay, !D that, most puOObly, conditions will be moch moce 
different from what one can besee now. 

7th Thesis: It is a widely ocknowledged foct that the UNO comes out of all these 
changes weak and incaJmle of playing a dex:isive role. The weakness of the Great 
fuwers and the various COWltry blocks are transferred into the very international 
organisation which is gradually led to the role of "legalizer"! It is quite character
istic that such a Jml was satisfactOOly played by UNO in favour of the United States 
due to the weakness of the Soviet Union and China. UNO has never been an 
effective political organisation, yet in the post-war period it has been able to serve 
as a f<xum where the ocuteness of international conflicts was mitigated. Now, UNO 
tends to become an instrument in the hands of a single Great fuwer, the USA, and 
it is a matter of dispute whether UNO will be able to play this role foc long in the 
framework of Pax Americana. Assurance of wocld peoce and security poces de focto 
into the hands of USA which will define its own terms in the formation of the "new 
ocder". No matter whether it may be an unpleasant prospect, yet it is one that seems 
to be dictated by reality. 

8th Thesis: The way the War in the Gulf was realised and its end, leave no doubts 
as regards to, either the intentions expressed by certain leaders oc the great economic 
interests involved. Though it may !Dtlnd repulsive, it is true that the interests of 
peoples are the last thing heeded in the focmulation of international issues. The folly 
of the 100 day war, the mathematically committed venture of Saddam Hussein, and 
the outcome of the War leave no query as to the confirmations alrealy publicly 
mooe that the Iraqi President was urged to invlk:le Kuwait by the USA !D that the 
latter might be given the oppcxtunity to establish itself in the area and create 
conditions enabling "settlement" of certain problems. Thus, splitting of the Arab 
wocld was first ochieved, the Iraqi war mochine which had been set up by the 
Americans was disassembled, the way to lsra!li's recognition and a focm of settle
ment of the Palestinian issue opened up, potential role foc two regional powers in 
the area Iran and Turkey were created and the possibility was established of re
determination of "state boundaries" in that area in the form of split, unification, 
reshuffling oc rearrangement All these possibilities do exist as regards Iraq, 
Lebanon, Jordan, Syria and the Emirates. Some arab COWltries call SOOdam Hussein 
a "traitor'' and "an american agent". One oc another, whether voluntarily oc not, the 
Iraqi President plays a role with specific target the control over oil and marlcets by 
the USA had been made sure of. 

It would have been humanly impossible to capture Kuwait just like that and things 
remain unruffled. 
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It is difficult to predict developments in the Middle East. It is however clear that 
there will be radical changes and that the region will remain turbulent for a long 
time. 

9th Thesis: It is premature to discern the changes which will take place in other JmlS 
of the world Trends of reclassification and rearrangements are alrealy DOO::rved in 
Africa whereas no evidence of soch possibilities is noticed in latin America or 
Asia.In Asia there are still local problems, soch as the unification of both Koreas. 
However, China's future appears to involve greater problems. In this country, de
velopment too should be expected, as no regime will be able to swvive in isolation. 

m Economic Prospects 

In this short }X)SS~lge, I would not like to indulge in the short term movements de
termined by the effects of the War in the Gulf on the world economy. There are 
indications that the War revived the war industry at an intemational level, and 
consequently national economies, especially those of the United States, as well as 
the rebuilding of Iraq and Kuwait 

Nor would I like to <.lli,(;uss the oil price issue which, in the short term, is bound to 
create problems at both economic and political levels. The new order of events has 
weakened OPEC so moch that oil price eventual determination depends on purely 
political factors and on controlled political decisions. 

Particular attention should also be paid to the matter of a new course of re-arma
ments which will favour the international economic conjuncture, but prevent a 
peaceful development in favour of oocial requirements. It is evident that this matter 
cannot be discussed under the present paper. At this stage it is more important to try 
and clarify the trends which will formulate the global economic system within the 
new political constellation. I would like to discuss certain points again in the form 
of theses subsequent to the enumeration applied in the preceding Jmagraphs. 

lOth Thesis: It is a widely a::knowledged fa::t that the trend toward globalization is 
growing and becoming more intense. The antithesis between development of 
prodoctive forces, on the one hand, and the global society in ethnic states, on the 
other - as has already been pointed out in the introduction to this paper - is growing 
more striking with time. The rnpid development of technology, not only of the arms 
sector, eliminates state boundaries day in day out This trend which has been 
manifested through the establishment of EEC and is expressed in its present form 
through the target of monetary and political integration, besides economic integra
tion towards the end of 1992; is interesting to notice that it is not repeated. No other 
regional market or integration has been successful. During the discussions of the 
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Uruguay Round, and the impasse they reached Ia<;t December, obviously became 
the effort to maintain "blocks" in the desired fonnulation of national economies 
protection and defence systems. However, the economic war does not neutralise 
globalization, which continues to develop. It is important to note that the globali
zation process does not necessarily go through moce as a solution to the problem of 
political and administrative organisation of 1xooder sectors. 

One may be able to d&:em that the political aspect of the gloOOli.zation process is 
·solved, at this stage, through the primary role of the United States in the frameworlc 
of Pax Americana The USA will "ensme" the operation of the elimination of state 
boundaries effected by subordinate governments. Ethnic states may, at this stage, 
still remain as subordinate a-ganising units ensuring a necessary organisation 
consistence, while state economies will come under the global marlcet as provinces 
and consequently as organic parts rather than foceign bodies. At this stage, it does 
not seem that the regional a-ganisation of global economy constitutes to the 
immediate target of political oc economic a-ganisation beyond the EEC. The USA 
target is to keep EEC weak and confront the Japanese potential (see also 12th Thesis 
below). 

11th Thesis: From now on, the development of technology will constitute the 
decisive factor in the fonnulation of global economy operation conditions. Produc
tion of technology becomes decisive in the capabilities to control the global system. 
The USA fully controls the said production, so do Japan and some Community 
countries. These three poles are epicentric of the "global economic authority". The 
USA dictates the political terms concerning operation of the global economic 
system. It is wa-th noticing that, even if Japan and EEC run technology wise aheadof 
the USA, the political control remains in US hands. Nevertheless, the promotion of 
military technology in the United States provides the latter with a clear start, the 
moce so subsequent to the Soviet stagnancy in this respect. 

Perhaps, it should also be pointed out that while the unification of Germany is a 
feather in the hat of the United States, first as a power to control the Soviet Union 
and Eastern Europe, and second, a dissolution element within the EEC, there is an 
evident fear that Germany may develop into a great power. Germany may be the 
undoubted focal point of probable anti-thesis within the global system of Pax 
Americana in the Future under fonnulation after the termination of the War in the 
Gulf. 

12th Thesis: The EEC and Japan are given the opportunity to promote their eco
nomic progress and development unobstuctedly in the future and, perhaps, even 
advance ahead of the USA as far as technology is concerned. After all, it is this facta
that primarily, fa-wards the globalization process. Any antithesis in the US-EEC-
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Japan triangle will remain as dominant factors, but the remarks in the 11th Thesis 
are still applicable. 

13th Thesis: So far one can conclude that the dominant issue will concern the 
control over the new markets of the eastern European countries and the Soviet 
union. Primarily, then of Middle East countries and finally of China. 

As far as the Soviet Union and the Eastern Europe countries are concerned, the 
process has already been initiated with the intense competition involved. At this 
stage, European countries move ahead, followed by the United States in timid steps 
and then by Japan in the systematic manner. The way out sought by the western 
system since 1970 through Willy Brandt's Ostpolitik and President Nixon's step to 
China is now realised under different conditions. Through a new Marshal Plan (~ 
requested), economic programmes (EEC) and big inveslments (Japan) the infra
structure conditions will be established, setting a development process in motion as 
soon as the political aspects in such countries have been settled. It is, however, 
worth noticing that such developments may delay progress, whereas it is still con
sidered quite unlikely that these countries may return to the old regime. 

14th Thesis: The problem of the gap between North and South does not seem to be 
effected, for the time being, by the new developments; nor can it be foreseen what 
form it may acquire in the light of the new conditions. It is, however, clear that 
political control over the global system shall be a decisive factor. The countries of 
the South will be included in the global economic system without having any 
prospects of resistance or influence of processes. No matter how unpleasant it may 
seem, any economic development of third world countries shall be dependent on 
their own capacity to become trouble-makers as long as they are not able to control 
internal ~ tutbulence. But if regimes of dictatorship can maintain political and 
~ contra~ development of third World countries is not determined by the needs 
of their peoples but, directly by the interests of the North. The point is whether 
political forces in these countries can acquire bargaining power through a bargain
ing position deriving from the strong position of certain social forces. I will venture 
a fully cynical conclusion: the modem world does not actually need the third World 
countries as peoples; not even as man-power or a market 

''Theoretically", they could as well not exist at all. However, since the North cannot 
extinguish them, it finds and will always find solutions in subjecting them so that 
they may not cause any trouble. In the present phase, there is no serious source of 
"resistance" in the Third World, either in Latin America, Africa or even Asia The 
problem of the Third World countries will eventually remain as the subject of 
discussion of small marginal circles of left-wing orientation, philantropist and the 
chtu"Ch. Cynical as it may sound, yet the conclusion does not lie from reality. 
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IV. Some Tentative Conclusions 

It is difficult, if not impossible, to draw tn<Xe concrete conclusions beyond a 
tentative effort at approoching certain trends that can be discerned. as pointed out 
in the theses outlined above.Yet, if may be useful to try and indicatively locate the 
weak -points of the new global system as follows: 
1. Antithesis between USA, on the one hand, and EEC and J31XID, on the othei. 
2. Role and future development of Germany. 
3. furrnulation of the political system in the Soviet Union. Future form of the 

modem "russian empire" oc dissolution. 
4. Problems arising from the focmulation of a new balance in the Middle East 
5. International ideological void. 
6. Control over oil prodoction and price. 
7. Reactions from Third World countries and control over them. 

Nevertheless, new "global" problems give rise to new social groups inside 
countries which will tend to express themselves in the focm of political trends with 
international projections. Three problems of this nature can bring about soch devel
opments: 
First: The problem of ecology which is now a dominant threat and lea:Js to 
increasingly clear ecological movements. 
Second: The problem of pea;e, which was reacted to with particular 
sensitivity on a global basis. 
Third: The problem of immigration and minooties, which may be open to explosive 
developments in the future. 

Perspective Activity 

Coming to possible perspective activity, I feel that many items and many areas 
could be tackled, concentrating on the interlaced questions of underdevelopment, 
demographic growth, consequent migration waves from South and East to the 
Nocth, with sound suggestions for consistent, locally rooted economic development 
in the non-Cornmunitarian countries. It is a wocthwhile field of research as, 
notwithstanding the strong statements, too many centres in Europe, including the 
enterprises, do no really accept out of fear of competition. 
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